
2019 AUTONOMOUS SNOWPLOW CONTEST

Case Western Reserve, Dunwoody 
Take Top Honors in Toronto 
With a first-ever Canadian location, 

the Ninth Annual Autonomous 
Snowplow Competition was held January 
24–26 at Sidewalk Labs part of Google 
parent company, Alphabet Inc.; in To-
ronto's Eastern Waterfront district. Seven 
teams travelled across the border to our 
neighbor to the north, ready to compete 
for the title of champion.  

The snow removal events (the dynamic-
competition) took place on Saturday, 
January 26, and consisted of two primary 
tournament-style fields representing a 
sidewalk and a driveway — “Single-I" and 
“Double-I". The snowfields challenged 
the skills and technological know-how of 
seven teams from Iowa, Michigan, North 

Dakota and Ohio — many of whom re-
fined their plowing strategies based on les-
sons learned from last year’s competition.

The Snow Joke robot from Case 
Western Reserve won the Single-I prize 
of US$250 and Wendigo 2019, from 
Dunwoody College of Technology, won 
the same amount in the Double-I field.

Sponsored by The ION’s Satellite Divi-
sion, and held in cooperation with the 
ION North Star Section, the annual ION 
Autonomous Snowplow Competition 
is an international event that challenges 
college and university students to design, 
build, and operate a fully autonomous 
snowplow. Teams use state-of-the-art 
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Snow, Closure 
Doesn't Thwart 
ION Success

More than 320 registered attendees 
braved a cold snap (complete with 

snow) and after-effects of the partial 
government shutdown to take part in the 
ION’s combined International Techni-
cal Meeting/PTTI 2019 conference in 
Reston, Virginia.

About 37 percent of participants came 
from outside the United States and had 
their pick of more than 150 technical pre-
sentations during the four-day event held 
at the end of January. Seventeen exhibi-
tors, most on the timing side of the PNT 
spectrum, also took part.

Resolution of the budgetary impasse 
that had halted operations of unfunded 
federal agencies only occurred on the 
Friday before the conference began. 
Nonetheless, a number of highly placed 
government officials overcame bureau-
cratic authorization hurdles and torturous 
D.C. traffic to attend the Tuesday plena-
ry. There they heard keynote addresses by 
Dana Goward, president of the Resilient 
Navigation & Timing Foundation, and 
Dennis McCarthy, former Director of 
Time at the U.S. Naval Observatory.

In his presentation, entitled “GNSS 
Resilience: From Single Point of Failure 
to Many Points of Success,” Goward 
renewed his advocacy of a terrestrial 
backup to the Global Positioning System 
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the results of one entry's 
autonomous snowplow.
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As the ION’s incoming president, I would like to 
formally welcome all the new officers that took 

office at the end of January, and thank the outgo-
ing officers who have served ION for the past two 
years. In particular, I wish to extend my gratitude to 
Dr. John Raquet, who will continue to serve on the 

ION Executive Committee for an ad-
ditional two years as immediate past 
president.  

ION’s ITM/PTTI a Success
Dr. Raquet and I jointly extend our 
appreciation to the technical program 
committees for the International 
Technical Meeting (ITM) and Precise 
Time and Time Interval (PTTI) 
Systems and Applications Meeting, 
for organizing very successful pro-
grams. More than 320 attendees and 
17 exhibitors attended the conference 
in Reston, Virginia, this past Janu-

ary. The technical programs were excellent and the 
exhibit hall was lively. 

Council Meets, Memorializes ION Early 
Achievement Award in Honor of Per Enge
While meeting in Reston, the ION Council formally 
convened to transact business, including the formal 
approval of the prior year’s audited financial state-
ments and approval of the budget for the coming 
year. The Council also approved the induction of 

three ION Fellows and the selection of annual award 
recipients (see pages 8–9). 

As part of the awards discussion, the Council 
approved a motion to rename the ION’s Early 
Achievement Award as the Per Enge Early Achieve-
ment Award — given in memory of Prof. Per Enge, 
a brilliant engineer and teacher, who used his cheer-
fulness and enthusiasm to inspire others through 
education, advising, and mentorship. The renaming 
of the award had particular meaning this year, as the 
recipient of the 2018 award, Dr. Seebany Datta-
Barua, was one of Prof. Enge’s former students.

President’s Goals
At the conclusion of the Council meeting, I had 
the opportunity to review my goals for the next two 
years. These include:
1. Foster international collaboration between ION 

and the international GNSS communities.
2. Collaborate with the Publications Committee 

to increase NAVIGATION’s impact factor, and 
review NAVIGATION, as the technical publica-
tion being provided to the ION membership as 
our primary membership benefit.

3. Support the efforts of the Strategic Planning 
Committee as the Committee plans for the long-
term use and management of the ION’s resources; 
strategizing approaches to ensure the future lon-
gevity and vitality of the organization.

4. Foster the next generation of ION membership.
With these goals in mind, be sure to read the 

PRESIDENT'S COLUMN | DR. Y. JADE MORTON

Passing of the Gavel 

Follow us on 
Facebook and Twitter 
at ionavigation.

Dr. John Raquet, ION president 
passes the gavel to president elect 
Dr. Y. Jade Morton at the conclusion 
of the ION’s ITM/PTTI.

ITM/PTTI 
2019 Program 
Committees: 
Dr. Jennifer 
Taylor, PTTI 
Tutorials Chair; 
Dr. Michael 
Coleman, PTTI 
Program Chair; 
Dr. James 
Hanssen, PTTI 
General Chair; 
Dr. John Raquet, 
ION President 
(outgoing); Dr. 
Jiyun Lee, ITM 
General Chair; 
and Dr. Olivier 
Julien, ITM 
Program Chair
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spring 2019 issue of NAVIGATION, a 
special issue providing a collection of 
papers on the BeiDou 
navigation system with 
special editors Yuanxi 
Yang, Minquan Lu, 
Y. Jade Morton, and 
John Betz. This issue 
is of particular value 
to researchers, GNSS 
manufacturers, 
and users of GNSS 
applications.  

We plan to have the issue on display 
at the ION’s Pacific PNT conference in 
April and again during the joint ION/
Chinese Satellite Navigation Conference 
(CSNC) panel at the CSNC in Beijing 
in May. I hope to see many of you at 
these events, and look forward to receiv-
ing your feedback.

The Purpose of the ION®

Founded in 1945, The Institute of Navigation is the world’s premier non-profit 
professional society advancing the art and science of positioning, navigation 

and timing. 

Opinions expressed in ION Newsletter articles and columns do not necessarily reflect 
an official policy of the ION or the views of any other individual ION member(s).
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Calendar of Upcoming Events
MAY 2019 
22-25: The 10th China Satellite Navigation 

Conference (CSNC), Beijing, China     
Contact: The Academic Exchange Center of 

China Satellite Navigation Office   
Web: www.beidou.org

JULY 2019 
8-11: ION Joint Navigation Conference 

(JNC) 2019, Hyatt Regency Long 
Beach, Long Beach, California    

Contact: ION  
Web: www.ion.org

SEPTEMBER 2019
16-17: Cognizant Autonomous Systems for 

Safety Critical Applications Conference 
(CASSCA), Hyatt Regency Miami, 
Miami, Florida  

Contact: ION  
Web: www.ion.org

16-20: ION GNSS+ 2019, Hyatt Regency 
Miami, Miami, Florida  

Contact: ION  
Web: www.ion.org

NOVEMBER 2019
18-21: International Navigation Conference 

(INC), Edinburgh International 
Convention Center, UK 

Contact: The Royal Institute of Navigation 
(RIN) 

Web: www.rin.org.uk

JANUARY 2020
21-24: ION International Technical Meeting 

(ITM) & ION Precise Time and Time 
Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2020, Hyatt 
Regency Mission Bay, San Diego, 
California 

Contact: ION  
Web: www.ion.org

APRIL 2020
20-23: IEEE/ION Position Location and 

Navigation Symposium (PLANS), 
Hilton Portland, Portland, Oregon 

Contact: ION  
Web: www.ion.org

MAY 2020
11-14: European Navigation Conference 

(ENC 2020), International Congress 
Center, Dresden, Germany  

Contact: German Institute of Navigation   
Web: www.enc2020.eu

JUNE 2020 
1-4: ION Joint Navigation Conference 

(JNC) 2020, Northern Kentucky 
Convention Center, Cincinnati, Ohio/
Covington, Kentucky     

Contact: ION  
Web: www.ion.org
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navigation and control technologies to 
rapidly, accurately, and safely clear a des-
ignated path of snow.

The seven teams all performed admira-
bly during the sunny but cold three-day 
event, which began with students present-
ing their vehicle designs and concept 
reviews during an informal poster session 
on Thursday evening, January 24.

 Team members discussed their vehicle 
designs and navigation technology in-
cluding their robots' energy consumption 
and snow removal costs compared to the 
use of heated sidewalk pavers. All agreed 

that autonomous plows consumed far less 
energy than heated pavers — by several 
orders of magnitude in some analyses. 

Teams were judged on the presentation 
of their poster, informative value of the 
poster, communication of information to 
the public, and whether they included an 
energy consumption analysis.

A New Challenge: Speed
This year the competition posed a new 
challenge, one which tasked the teams 
with clearing the snow path as quickly 
as possible, while also ensuring that a 
minimum of 50% of the snow path was 
cleared. Teams were penalized if their 
snowplow failed to move snow into 
designated zones or if it did not return 
by itself to the garage.

The course again featured two fixed 
posts in the “Double-I” field event, one 
inside the snow path and one outside. 
If a plow moved the post, teams would 
lose points accordingly. Obstacle detec-
tion and avoidance strategies were part 
of some of the designs, but a few robots 
were not successful at the tasks.

Frozen snow piles caused initial delays, 
but all the teams did very well in the “Sin-
gle-I” field portion of the event. The two 
teams with the best overall score advanced 

to the championship round. These were 
Case Western Reserve University's Snow 
Joke and Dunwoody College of Technolo-
gy's Wendigo 2019. Both teams produced 
a good, clean run, but Snow Joke won.

The “Double-I” field's larger size con-
tinued to challenge the teams, because it 
requires more complicated plowing strate-
gies to place the snow into specific zones. 

The dynamic competition was 
squeezed into a single-day this year. De-
spite the fact that cold batteries drained 
quickly and required numerous inter-
missions for sporadic charging, all seven 
teams completed through the “Double-I” 
field competition. 

Case Western and Dunwoody teams 
advanced to the championship round, 
but with the results flipped; “Wendigo” 
led “Snow Joke” in the “Double-I” field 
event. This was Dunwoody College of 

SNOWPLOW COMPETITION

SNOWPLOW continued from page 1

The Sponsors
• The Institute of Navigation,  

Satellite Division
• Sidewalk Labs
• Honeywell International, Inc.
• ASTER Labs, Inc.
• Northrop Grumman Corporation
• Teledyne Controls
• US Bank Corp.
• Douglas Dynamics/Western Products
• Eden App
• Draglam Salt
• Mow It All
• ARCS Foundation
• The Twin Cities Chapter of AIAA
• The Twin Cities Chapter of AUVSI

First place winner: "Snow Joke"

Second place winner: "Wendigo 2019"
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SNOWPLOW COMPETITION

The Winners: ION 
Autonomous Snowplow 
Competition 2019
TEAM AWARDS
Gold Snow Globe Single I Field 

Dynamic Competition  + $250 
“Snow Joke” Case Western Reserve 
University

Gold Snow Globe Double I Field 
Dynamic Competition + $250 
“Wendigo 2019” Dunwoody 
College of Technology

Golden Shovel Best Student Poster 
Session + $250  “Snow Squirrel” 
The University of Minnesota

Dr. Nattu Golden Smile 
Award + $250 (formerly the 
Sportspersonship Award) 
Dunwoody College of Technology 
for continued enthusiasm 
throughout the event, and 
their selfless support of other 
competition teams.

Other Competing Teams
• Case Western Reserve University 

“OTTO XL”
• Dunwoody College of Technology, 

“Snow Devils 10012”
• Iowa State University Robotics 

Club “Cyplow” 
North Dakota State University, 
“THUNDAR”

• University of Michigan-Dearborn 
“Yeti IX”

Technology’s first-ever finish in first place, 
and their run ended the competition with 
hearty congratulations for all involved.

Navigation Tech Improves
Teams continue to use state-of-the-art 
navigation systems such as LIDAR, optical 
navigation systems, inertial instruments, 
magnetic sensors, ultra wide-band radio 
reflectors, visual odometry, and GNSS. 

Vehicle and navigation designs have 
progressed towards a more marketable 
approach, which some day will likely 
result in an commercial autonomous 
snowplow. 

Several different snowplow blade 
designs were used. Most teams used a 
single blade, set at an angle to the vehicle, 
similar to a snowplow truck on a highway. 
Using a single blade would require mul-
tiple passes along the snow path to remove 
all the snow, or a large enough blade to 
cover the one-meter path. 
To learn more about the competition, 
including videos, press coverage, photos and 
information about the competition, please 
visit <www.autosnowplow.com>. On social 
media, follow us on Facebook at “Autonomous 
Snowplow Competition” and on Twitter and 
Instagram at “autosnowplow."  

The "Snow Squirrel" team
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and similar GNSSs operated around the 
world. He noted the congressional man-
date, in the National Timing Resilience 
and Security Act of 2018 passed in De-
cember, to create a national backup sys-
tem for GPS timing. Goward expressed 
his belief that Congress will go further 
in the new session, perhaps providing 
money for the project and expanding 
what they want it to do.

Several years ago, he said, congres-
sional defense committees began raising 
questions about what the Department of 
Defense was going to do to ensure na-
tional security should space assets become 
unavailable.

“There was [first] a requirement for 
a report on requirements for a PNT 
[position, navigation and timing] backup 
system,” Goward said. “Then there was 
a requirement for a plan to do a demon-
stration of a PNT backup system. Then 
there was funding in one year for the 
demonstration of a PNT backup system. 
The following year authorization language 
included affirmation of Congress’ contin-
ued interest in the demonstration system 
and a PNT backup system. Subsequently 
additional funds were appropriated for 
the demonstration.”

The effort culminated in Congress di-
recting the Department of Transportation 
to build a backup timing system. 

“So, it seems to us there are a number 
of next logical steps, including expanding 
the timing requirement into a navigation 
piece and also providing some funding 
to the demand for the timing system,” 
Goward added.

Dr. McCarthy’s keynote, shaped for 
the precise time and time interval (PTTI) 
side of the conference, was of a different 
order and scale: “The Development of 
Coordinated Universal Time.” He took 
a running start on the subject, with an 
early slide in his presentation portraying 
various ancient devices used to measure 
discontinuous time intervals. 

His discourse then took the ION 
audience through the technical chal-

ION ITM/PTTI 2019 continued from page 1
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lenges, milestones, and innovators that 
led from a dependence on solar time to 
our current reliance on atomic clocks 
at 80 institutions around the globe to 
produce the Coordinated Universal Time, 

or UTC, that ties 
the world’s time and 
frequency systems 
together. Of special 
note was an update 
about the ongoing 
debate over whether 
to eliminate the leap 
second introduced 
intermittently into 
time scales to keep 
UTC in step with 

Universal Time, the quotidian human 
experienced of time as measured by the 
Earth’s rotation with respect to the Sun.

But the conference wasn’t exclusively 
science and technology. Social highlights 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The Johannes Kepler Award
Nominations Due: June 30

Presentation of the Johannes Kepler 
award takes place at the Satellite 
Division’s Annual ION GNSS+ in 
September. The purpose of the Kepler 
Award is to honor an individual for 
sustained and significant contributions 
to the development of satellite 
navigation. All members of the ION 
are eligible for nomination. A special 
nominating committee determines the 
winner of the award, which is presented 
only when deemed appropriate.
   ION members are encouraged to 
submit nominations for deserving 
individuals. For complete nomination  
instructions/to submit a nomination, 
go to www.ion.org/awards, and click 
on “Kepler” in the lefthand menu. 
Nominations must be received by June 
30.
   For a complete list of previous 
winners online, visit <www.ion.org/
awards/kepleraward.cfm>.

Dr. Oliver Montenbruck, 2018 Kepler Award 
Winner. In recognition of his pioneering 
contributions to GPS for navigation of space 
vehicles, the advancement of multi-GNSS 
understanding and tracking networks to 
support scientific and societal benefit.

Thank You to ITM/PTTI 2019 Exhibitors
Brandywine Communications
CAST Navigation
Cycle GmbH
ENSCO
Frequency Electronics, Inc.
GuideTech
Jackson Labs Technologies, 
Inc.
Linear Photonics, LLC

Masterclock, Inc.
Microchip Technology Inc.
Oscilloquartz SA
Spectradynamics Inc.
Spirent Federal Systems
Sync-n-Scale
Syntony GNSS
TimeTech GmbH
Vescent Photonics

included the exhibitor-hosted breakfast 
Tuesday morning before the plenary and 
the ION’s Annual Awards and Fellows 
Luncheon on Thursday afternoon. Details 
of these can be found in the accompany-
ing photos and sidebars. 
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Congratulations ION Annual Award Recipients

CAPTAIN P.V.H.  
WEEMS AWARD
For continuing 
contributions to the  
art and science of  
navigation.

Dr. Chris G. 
Bartone
For sustained 
contributions in 
research, applications 
and teaching in the 

areas of electronic navigation, GNSS and antenna 
technologies.

SUPERIOR  
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
For outstanding 
accomplishments as a  
practicing navigator.

Major  
Clifford Lucas
For the organization 
and execution of 
advanced training 
scenarios, increasing an 

aircrew’s joint readiness to navigate and employ 
in contested and degraded environments.

PER ENGE EARLY  
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
In recognition of 
outstanding contributions 
made early in one’s career.

Dr. Seebany 
Datta-Barua
For outstanding 
contributions to the 
understanding of 
the dynamics of the 

ionosphere and its impacts on satellite-based 
navigation integrity.  

DISTINGUISHED PTTI  
SERVICE AWARD
To recognize outstanding 
contributions related 
to the management of 
Precise Time and Time 
Interval systems.

Dr. Robert L. 
Tjoelker 
For systems engineering 
and technical leadership 

in the successful delivery of major PTTI systems 
to NASA’s Deep Space Network, including 
trapped-ion atomic clocks.

NORMAN P. HAYS AWARD
In recognition 
of outstanding 
encouragement, 
inspiration and 
support contributing 
to the advancement of 
navigation.

Karl W. 
Shallberg
For significant 

contributions to the FAA’s Wide Area 
Augmentation System, technical leadership in 
reference receiver development and anomaly/
interference mitigation, and critical support to 
DOT’s Adjacent Band Compatibility study.

TYCHO BRAHE AWARD
To recognize out-
standing contributions 
to the science of space 
navigation, guidance and 
control.

Prof. Marek  
K. Ziebart
For outstanding 
innovation and 
leadership in the area 

of high precision, physics-based radiation force 
modelling for spacecraft orbit dynamics. 
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ION's 2019 Fellows
The Fellows designation recognizes the 
distinguished contribution of ION members 
to the advancement of the technology, 
management, practice, and teaching of the art 
and science of navigation, and/or for lifetime 
contributions to the Institute.

Dr. Oliver Montenbruck
For pioneering contributions to GPS 
for navigation of space vehicles, 
the advancement of multi-GNSS 
understanding and tracking networks to 
support scientific and societal benefit.

Dr. Chris G. Bartone
For sustained contributions in research, 
applications and teaching in the areas of 
electronic navigation, GNSS and antenna 
technologies.

Dr. Jon Anderson
For leadership in developing the GPS 
M-code signal, in the Modernized GPS 
User Equipment (MGUE) program and the 
AFRL Navigation Technology Satellite 3 
(NTS-3) program.

THOMAS L. THURLOW 
AWARD
In recognition  
of outstanding 
contributions to the 
science of navigation.

Marco  
Falcone
For engineering 
contributions and 
leadership integral  
to the design of 

equipment used for navigation–the Galileo 
satnav system. 

DISTINGUISHED  
SERVICE AWARD
For extraordinary  
service to The Institute  
of Navigation.

Dr. John 
Raquet
For extraordinary 
service to The Institute 
of Navigation.

DR. SAMUEL M. BURKA AWARD
To recognize outstanding achievement in 
the preparation of a paper contributing to 
the advancement of the art and science of 
positioning, navigation and timing.

Kimia Shamaei and  
Dr. Zaher M. Kassas

For their paper “ LTE 
Receiver Design and 
Multipath Analysis for 
Navigation in Urban 
Environments” published 
in the Winter 2018 issue of 
NAVIGATION, Journal of The 
Institute of Navigation, Vol. 
65, No. 4, pp. 655-675.
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ION CONFERENCES IN SEPTEMBER

FREE LESSONS FROM ION MASTERS

Short Courses v3: ION GNSS+ 2019
What was once innovation has be-

come core concept. ION GNSS+ 
returns to Miami, Florida, from Septem-
ber 16 to 20, and along with its long-
established technical sessions, exhibition, 
and tutorials will come the third iteration 
of free short courses offered by ION 
Masters.

Introduced at ION GNSS+ 2017, the 
short courses are provided on a compli-
mentary basis to all paid ION GNSS+ 
attendees. ION Master Instructors — our 
international "rock stars" of  positioning, 
navigation, and timing — generously do-
nate their time and talents to this effort, 
as a service to the GNSS community.

With the maturation of the interna-
tional GNSS systems and the prolifera-
tion of information, the ION under-
stands that not everyone is available for in 
depth pre-conference tutorials. However, 

the ION Satellite Division's Execu-
tive Committee recognized that a large 
number of people is still coming into the 
marketplace and to the conference each 
year, and that some form of preparation 
would be helpful. 

Moreover, the ION is in the unique 
position of having access to the “legends” 
in the field who have developed many of 
the modern PNT technologies — they've 
literally "written the book" on GNSS. 
To have them provide short lectures in 
their specific areas of expertise, with the 
passion they have for the subject matter, 
is not merely educational but also inspir-
ing for both newcomers and experienced 
PNT professionals.

Consequently, the pre-conference 
tutorials have been extremely popular, 
and even though they occur on Monday 
afternoon, have regularly drawn more 

than 250 simultaneous attendees. The 
tutorial program seeks to provide some of 
the basics each year while introducing a 
few new classes of topical interest.  

ION GNSS+ tutorials chair, Dr. 
John Raquet of Integrated Solutions for 
Systems, Inc. (IS4S), organized this year’s 
slate of topics, which is sure to be as en-
gaging and entertaining as ever. Of special 
note is Patricia Doherty’s tutorial on the 
ionosphere ande space weather that will 
provide great background for this year’s 
plenary session speakers.

Short courses will take place on Mon-
day, September 16, and are presented 
lecture-style. In 2019 the courses will 
cover the following subjects: 

GNSS 101: An Introduction. Taught 
by Dr. Pratap Misra, who has been active 
in the GNSS field for 30 years, starting 
with a project at MIT Lincoln Laboratory 
aimed at combining measurements from 
GPS and GLONASS to improve naviga-
tion for civil aviation.

The conference will discuss the opportunities and 
challenges (technical, commercial, ethical, and legal) 
associated with developing fully autonomous systems that 
are cognizant and trustworthy for safety critical applications.

Technical Program Organizers: 
• General Chair: Prof. Zak Kassas, University of California, Irvine
• Program Chair: Dr. Robert Leishman, Air Force Institute of Technology

www.ion.org/cassca

ION’s 
Cognizant Autonomous Systems 

FOR Safety Critical Applications  
(CASSCA) Conference

RESCHEDULED:

September 16-17, 2019

Hyatt Regency Miami • Miami, Florida 

CASSCA19-HalfHorizResched.indd   1 1/7/2019   3:45:53 PM
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CASSCA 2019 IN MIAMI

Autonomous Systems: Trust, Policy Ethics

This year’s Cognizant Autonomous Systems for Safety Critical 
Applications (CASSCA) Conference will be held September 

16–17, 2019 in Miami, Florida on the two days preceding the 
ION GNSS+ 2019 conference. 

The CASSCA 2019 Conference will explore the current state 
of the art in autonomous vehicles development with a focus on 
trust, policy, and ethics issues associated with the development 
and deployment of these autonomous. The ION rescheduled the 
event from January due to a partial U.S. government shutdown.  

CASSCA 2019 will explore how autonomous systems are 
transforming society and whether will society allow them to do 
so? Conference discussions will investigate the unique challenges 
and difficulties associated with addressing the needs of safety-
critical applications in the deployment of autonomous vehicles. 

Prof. Zak Kassas, University of California, Irvine, will return 
as the general chair of CASSCA. Dr. Robert 
Leishman, Air Force Institute of Technology, is 
serving as the Technical Program Chair. 

According to the organizations, technical 
success alone cannot secure widespread adop-
tion and deployment of autonomous vehicles. 
Successful solutions will emerge from the 
combined efforts of scientists, engineers, and 
policy-makers.

The plenary session on September 16 will in-
clude presentations from the following speakers:
•   Dr. Kristi Morgansen, professor and interim 
chair, Department of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, University of Washington. Professor 
Morgansen’s research interests focus on non-
linear systems where sensing and actuation 
are integrated, stability in switched systems 
with delay, and incorporation of operational 
constraints such as communication delays in 
control of multi-vehicle systems. 

• Dr. Jonathan Sprinkle, a director for Cyber-Physical Systems 
and Smart and Connected Communities programs at the 
National Science Foundation and the Litton Industries John 
M. Leonis Distinguished Associate Professor of Electrical 
and Computer Engineering at the University of Arizona. His 
research interests and experience are in systems control and 
engineering, and he teaches courses ranging from systems 
modeling and control to mobile application development and 
software engineering.

• Dr. Randy Beard, a professor of Electrical and Computer Engi-
neering at Brigham Young University, whose primary research 
focus is in autonomous systems, unmanned air vehicles, and 
multiple vehicle coordination and control.

• Dr. Joseph Lyons, Human Trust and Interaction Branch 
technical advisor at the Air Force Research Laboratory. With 
research focusing on how humans make reliance decisions with 
technology — or, in other words, how humans develop, main-
tain, and lose trust — Lyons was honored as the Department 
of Defense (DoD) Laboratory Scientist for the 2017 Third 
Quarter.

• Dr. Giorgio Rizzoni, director of the Center for Automotive 
Research (CAR) in the College of Engineering at The Ohio 
State University. His research interests include system dynam-
ics, measurements, control, and fault diagnosis with applica-
tion to automotive systems.
Another 30 presentations in six technical sessions by a wide 

range of experts will share often disparate perspectives of govern-
ment, industry, and academic institutions. Session topics include: 
Trust in Autonomous Vehicles, Ethics and Policy, Human-Ma-
chine Symbiosis, Ground Vehicle Autonomy, and two sessions 
on aerial vehicle autonomy. The complete program can be viewed 
online at <https://www.ion.org/cassca/program.cfm>.

A recap of the inaugural CASSCA conference appeared in the 
Spring 2018 issue of the ION Newsletter. 

Introduction to Space Weather. 
Taught by Patricia H. Doherty, the direc-
tor and a senior scientist of the Institute 
for Scientific Research at Boston Col-
lege where she leads studies of space 
physics, space weather, ionospheric 
and atmospheric effects on space-based 
systems, and ionospheric measurement 
techniques. 

Sensor Integration for Personal Navi-
gation. Taught by Dr. Dorota A. Grejner-
Brzezinska, the Lowber B. Strange En-
dowed Chair and the associate dean for 

research in the College of Engineering at 
The Ohio State University and a director 
of the Satellite Positioning and Inertial 
Navigation (SPIN) Laboratory.

GNSS 102: Measurements from 
Phones, L1, L5 and Carrier Phase.  
Taught by Dr. Frank van Diggelen, a 
principal engineer at Google, where he 
leads high accuracy location development 
for Android. 

Approaches for Resilient and Robust  
Positioning, Navigation, and Timing. 
Taught by Logan Scott, an expert in RF 

signal processing and waveform design 
with more than 40 years of military and 
civil GPS systems engineering experience. 

Using a Sextant: Celestial Naviga-
tion. Taught by Dr. Richard J. Hartnett, 
a professor of electrical engineering at 
the U.S. Coast Guard Academy in New 
London, Connecticut.

Co-located during ION GNSS+ week 
are the Cognizant Autonomous Systems 
for Safety Critical Applications Confer-
ence and the Civil GPS Service Interface 
Committee meeting. 

ION CONFERENCES IN SEPTEMBER
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This column features one of ION’s 
Technical Representatives each quarter 
to highlight the depth and breadth of 
their work, research, and interests. 
During their two-year terms the ION’s 
Technical Representatives guide and 
advise The Institute of Navigation and 
the positioning, navigation, and timing 
(PNT) community. — Interview and 
write-up by Dr. Kyle Wesson

Dr. Andrew Hansen is a princi-
pal technical advisor in aviation 

modeling and system design at the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DoT) 
Volpe Center, but his roots remain in his 
family’s farm in Nebraska. To this day, 
he has a strong attachment to the farm 
— returning regularly to help his parents 
— and finds it remarkable the extent to 
which PNT and agriculture go hand-in-
hand. 

Andrew has high school friends who 
now rely on GPS everyday to operate 
machinery and run their farms. This fact 
is particularly personal since Andrew gets 
to see the results of his work at DoT — 
ensuring GPS reliability and resiliency — 
out in the field.

Andrew went to Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute where he worked under Prof. 

Per Enge, and later to Stanford University 
where he obtained a Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering. He says that it still feels like 
just yesterday that Per passed away. In his 
new role as tech rep, Andrew believes he 
is fulfilling an obligation to the ION that 
Per established.

Andrew is also a big-time cyclist and 
plans a major focus on gravel riding this 
year. He’s going to be riding in Raspu-
titsa, which is a one-day spring classic 
gravel bicycle race in Vermont in April. 
Look out for him on his Trek Boone 9 
bike as he rides by in a cloud of dust. (As 
a Vermonter and cyclist myself, I wish 
Andrew well!)

1. How did you first get involved with 
ION?
While at Worcester Polytechnic 

Institute in the ’90s, I published a paper 
in NAVIGATION on differential GPS 
radiobeacon broadcasts with my advisor, 
Per Enge. This led me to the ION and a 
whole cast of others in our community.

2. What is your favorite aspect of being 
a member of ION?
The community of colleagues and 

friends. They are both competitive in in-

tellectual aspects and supportive in social 
and personal aspects.

3. What type of GNSS work do you do 
currently or have you done in the 
past?
I act as the U.S. DoT liaison to the 

GPS Directorate, U.S. DoT delegate to 
the U.N. International Committee on 
GNSS, and principal for aviation system 
design and modeling.

4. What do you consider some of the 
most important current research, 
education, policy, or technical topics 
in GNSS for the coming year?
I consider the most important policy 

issue in my work to be maintaining the 

ION TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE SPOTLIGHT

Andrew HansenAndrew Hansen

Andrew works 
at the Volpe 
Center at the 
Department of 
Transportation

An avid cyclist, Andrew rode to the top of 
Mt Lemmon in Arizona.
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obligations that DoT has made to provide 
reliable and safe PNT services. The gov-
ernment has an obligation to support the 
public and make things safe and efficient 
since PNT services have found their way 
into everyday life in a much more im-
mediate way than previously. 

Of course, there’s lots of commercial 
players in this ecosystem. But there’s a 
base layer of the government obligations 
that lay the foundation that others have 
built upon. For example, GPS — while 
it is obvious to most people that it works, 
it is less obvious that the layered services 
work because of commitments the U.S. 
government has made. These commit-
ments ultimately underpin significant 
quality of life increases. 

Given this, PNT resiliency through 
diversity, authentication, and user equip-
ment enhancements becomes critical. I 
spend a lot of time in my work so that 
there aren’t vulnerabilities or situations 
where the public is relying on something 
that undergoes a significant outage or 

compromise. I focus the government’s 
efforts on these important issues.

5. What areas of ION have you been 
involved in, and what areas do you 
hope to see grow in the future?
I have been involved with many roles 

at ION — each has been rewarding. I’ve 
been a student presenter and publisher, 
professional member presenter and pub-
lisher, conference session and track chair, 
journal paper reviewer, and most recently, 
tech rep on the ION Council. 

I hope to see continued engagement 
with and development of student pro-
grams. It would be nice to see broadened 
application areas with deeper system 
analysis and characterization in the con-
ferences and papers.

6. If you were not in your current field, 
what would you want to do for a 
living?
I would go back to my roots and  

farm. 

ION TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE SPOTLIGHT
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www.ion.org

Premium Professional 
Membership

“Upgrading to Premium Professional 
Membership has given me additional 
support for my research. With 
downloads of up to 25 papers per month 
from the ION database, I have direct 
access to highly-specialized technical 
papers from ION’s conferences and peer-
reviewed articles related to PNT.”

Allison Kealy, ION Member

Upgrade to Premium Professional Today!

Andrew has a bicycle for every application!
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John Lehman, an American blue blood from 
Philadelphia, was sworn in as the Secretary of 

the Navy on February 5, 1981, shortly after conser-
vative icon Ronald Reagan became the 40th presi-
dent of the United States. In a 1985 article, the New 
York Times said, “Enormously self-assured, relentless-
ly competitive and politically adept, John Lehman 
can boast that in five contentious years he has helped 
make the Navy the most favored and most visible 
among the military services.”

Lehman was eminently qualified for this position. 
He earned a doctorate in American foreign policy 
from the University of Pennsylvania, served on active 
and reserve duty in the Navy reserves for 25 years and 
was a member of the National Security Council.

Oceans Ventured is the former navy secretary’s 
accounting of the last years of the Cold War, from 
about 1980 to 1990, emphasizing the role of the 
Navy in hastening its conclusion.

Reagan and Lehman led a bipartisan Congress to 
restore American command of the seas by building 

the Navy back to six hundred major ships, including 
fifteen aircraft. 

They initiated Ocean Venture ’81, a massive opera-
tion into the northern seas, which the Soviets viewed 
as their own maritime sphere of influence. The 
bold strategy deployed the growing American fleet 
to waters around the Soviet Union’s periphery and 
demonstrated that the NATO fleet could sink Soviet 
submarines and strike aggressively into the Russia 
itself if the USSR attacked NATO in Central Europe. 

Oceans Ventured is a lean, yet detailed and dramat-
ic, recounting of the United States and Soviet Union 
naval buildups during this period.

Lehman argues that: 
• Diplomacy is only successful if backed by mili-

tary force.
• Worldwide naval superiority is the key military 

component.
• The peaceful Cold War victory by the United 

States and its allies can largely be attributed to 
superior sea power.

FROM THE ION HISTORIAN, MARVIN MAY

Did the Navy Win the Cold War?
ION Historian Marvin May reviews the new book by  
President Reagan’s Secretary of the Navy

Marvin B. May

John F. Lehman Jr. 
(seated), Reagan-
era navy secretary, 
talks with Vice 
Adm. Edward H. 
Martin, deputy 
chief of naval 
operations, Air 
Warfare, at right, 
and the ship’s 
commanding 
officer, center, on 
the bridge wing 
of the nuclear-
powered aircraft 
carrier USS Dwight 
D. Eisenhower 
(CVN-69) in 1983. U
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Oceans Ventured 
Winning the Cold War at Sea

John F. Lehman, Jr.
W. W. Norton 2018
ISBN 978-0-393-25425-9

Lehman coaxes readers to conclude 
that the major factors in the collapse of 
the Soviet Union were the author and 
his mentors, cronies, and “sea-daddies” 
(a navy term for those who help a young 
officer get ahead). The book contains 
many anecdotes from and attributions to 
the important people in that era that the 
author dealt with directly or was heavily 
influenced by. 

These include, of course, Presidents 
Carter, Reagan, and both Bushes; Sec-
retaries of Defense Dick Cheney and 
Caspar Weinberger; National Security 
Advisors Richard Allen and Henry Kiss-
inger; and Admirals Isaac Kidd, Elmo 
Zumwalt, Frank Kelso, Ace Lyons, and 
Thomas Hayward. 

International figures such as Soviet 
Union President Mikhail Gorbachev, So-
viet Admiral of the Fleet Sergei Gorshkov, 
UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, 
celebrity actor Tom Cruise and deep sea 
explorer Robert Ballard also get in on the 
name-dropping parade.

The author concludes with advice 
to present and future naval leaders in 
a manner consistent with his hawkish 
propositions. He says, “The experience of 
the 1980s demonstrates that a restoration 
of American command of the seas could 
reap 90 percent of the deterrent benefits 
of naval supremacy almost immediately. 
It would force adversaries to trim their 
sails. Russia knows that it cannot chal-
lenge a rebuilt U.S. fleet with its very 
small one-carrier navy. The Chinese are 
at least a decade away from matching 
restored American naval and air capabili-
ties, and more likely the will never be able 
to do so. Backed with naval and military 
superiority, American diplomacy would 
instantly regain credibility.”

Oceans Ventured is fascinating reading 
for those interested in the Navy’s role 
during the concluding years of the Cold 
War, but a prospective reader is advised to 
consider the many other factors, beyond 
Lehman’s propositions, that led to the 
Cold War’s peaceful conclusion. 

Marvin B. May is the Chief Scientist of 
Pennsylvania State University’s Navigation 
R&D Center and Mayven Engineering. His 
email address is <mbm16@arl.psu.edu>.
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The legislative branch of the federal govern-
ment continues to levy mandates (laws) on the 

Department of Defense (DoD) and the Air Force 
regarding how the latter should proceed with devel-
opment and implementation of modernized military 
GPS user equipment (MGUE). 

Although there is no question that Congress has 
the authority to oversee execution of funds it has 
appropriated to the DoD, making specific demands 
regarding system design details is a step too far. The 
continuing efforts of Congress to meddle in such 
programmatic details are not helpful.

The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) 
for fiscal year 2018 (FY18), Section 1607, “Enhance-
ment of Positioning, Navigation, and Timing Capac-
ity,” required the Secretary of Defense to “develop a 
plan to increase the positioning, navigation, and tim-
ing (PNT) capacity of the DoD to provide resilience 
to the PNT capabilities of the Department . . . to 
ensure that military Global Positioning System (GPS) 
user equipment (MGUE) terminals have the capabil-
ity to receive signals from the Galileo satellites of the 
European Union and the QZSS satellites of Japan, 
beginning with increment 2.” 

The FY18 NDAA also sought to influence design 
of the signals from space by requiring that the DoD 
produce a plan “to include an assessment of options 
to use hosted payloads to provide redundancy for 
the GPS signal . . . with relevant U.S. allies to enable 
MGUE terminals to receive allied signals.”

The John S. McCain FY19 NDAA, Section 1609, 
“Enhancement of Positioning, Navigation, and Tim-
ing Capacity,” requires that the “Secretary of the Air 
Force shall ensure that military Global Positioning 
System user equipment terminals have the capability 
to receive trusted signals from the Galileo satellites of 
the European Union and the QZSS satellites of Japan, 
beginning with increment 2.”

The FY19 NDAA also provides that the “The Sec-
retary of Defense may waive, on a case-by-case basis, 
the requirement . . . for military Global Positioning 
System user equipment terminals to have the capabil-
ity . . . if the Secretary submits to the congressional 
defense committees a report containing the rationale 
for why the Secretary could not integrate such capa-
bility beginning with increment 2 of the acquisition. 

. . [and] . . . including a timeline, to incorporate such 
capability in future increments of such terminals.”

There is no question that PNT information derived 
from GPS for military operations is absolutely es-
sential for conducting military operations in today’s 
high-tech battlefield environment. But the effort to 
develop, let alone field, M-Code–capable user equip-
ment — first mandated in the FY11 NDAA — is 
already behind schedule. Adding requirements to 
incorporate new capabilities to accommodate foreign 
GNSS signals that are not yet available only serves to 
further delay and complicate current development 
activity. 

How Is It to Be Done?
DoD instruction 4650.08, “Positioning, Naviga-
tion, and Timing (PNT) and Navigation Warfare 
(NAVWAR),” — viewable online at <https://fas.org/
irp/doddir/dod/i4650_08.pdf> — issued December 
27, 2018, establishes policy, assigns responsibilities, 
and provides procedures for integrating PNT and 
NAVWAR across the DoD.

This document distinguishes between use of civil, 
commercial, or foreign sources of PNT for both 
combat and non-combat operations, using NAVWAR 
compliance as the means to ensure a PNT advantage 
in support of military operations is achieved.

This policy directs that PNT information must 
be NAVWAR-compliant and that “reliance on civil, 
commercial, or foreign sources as the primary means 
of obtaining PNT information for combat, combat 
support, or combat service support operations is not 
authorized without a waiver [and that these] systems 
may be utilized as complementary sources, subject to 
successful NAVWAR compliance determination.” 

Specifically, with regard to the effectiveness of 
NAVWAR compliance, “vulnerabilities associated 
with reliance on a single source of PNT informa-
tion, will be assessed during plan development for 
tests, training, exercises, and operations employing 
PNT information [and] all systems that use PNT 
information should be tested in a realistic NAVWAR 
environment.”

With regard to use of civil, commercial, or foreign 
sources to obtain PNT information, for non-combat 
operations the document prescribes that such systems 

Doug Taggart
President
Overlook 
Systems 
Technologies, Inc.

Defense Matters

PNT for the Warfighter
(Let the DoD tend to its knitting)
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are “authorized, subject to successful 
NAVWAR compliance determination.”

The policy also specifies that, in accor-
dance with DoD acquisition guidelines, 
“requirements for Milestone Decision 
Authority (MDA) determination of 
NAVWAR compliance [be incorporated] 
at system acquisition milestones.”

Not So Easy
The challenge to the DoD of remaining 
resilient in a dynamic threat environment 
is compounded by the need to imple-
ment new PNT capabilities both rapidly 
and affordably in many different DoD 
platforms and weapons systems. 

The actions by Congress to inject for-
eign GNSS signals into MGUE increment 
2 hobbles the rollout of the implementa-
tion of GPS modernization capabilities 
represented by M-Code into the DoD 
systems that will be served by increment 2 
components. 

A Congressional requirement to 
consider the addition of other non-GPS 
PNT sources into GPS program of record 
receiver designs is a distraction that will 
only contribute to further delays in the 
availability of multi-source, integrated 
PNT capabilities for the Joint Force.

The DoD is implementing a strategy 
to develop and rapidly field resilient 
PNT equipment and applications by 
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At MITRE, we solve problems for 
a safer world. Through our federally 
funded R&D centers and public-pri-
vate partnerships, we work across 
government to tackle challenges to 
the safety, stability, and well-being 
of our nation. As a not-for-profit 
organization, MITRE works in the 
public interest across federal, state 
and local governments, as well as 
industry and academia. 

At MITRE, our Positioning, Navi-
gation, and Timing (PNT) experts 
in signal processing, prototyping, 
cybersecurity, and systems engi-
neering are recognized throughout 
the world as pioneers in this vital 
technical discipline. We play a key 
role in modernizing the PNT enter-
prise. Our inter-disciplinary MITRE 
team serves as both innovators and 
trusted advisors to the government 
at every PNT programmatic gate-
post.  We work in the public interest 
– it is the PNT mission that drives 
us. We are global thought leaders 
– with our team findings published 
in text books, peer reviewed jour-
nals, and conferences around the 
world. MITRE partners with labora-
tories and academia to strengthen 
PNT resiliency. In our state-of-the-art 
laboratories, we develop cutting-
edge technologies -- like software-
defined radios that fuse information 
from satellite navigation receivers, 
video, and inertial systems. MITRE 
is one of the few organizations in 
the country with a “balcony view” of 
this technology landscape. 
For more information on corporate 
membership in The Institute of 
Navigation, please contact Kenneth P. 
Esthus at 703-366-2723 extension 1004

leveraging parallel DoD Science & 
Technology efforts to integrate multi-
source PNT capabilities founded on 
a modular, open-systems approach. 
Leveraging modeling & simulation 
and virtual integration techniques, 
this modular approach will enable the 
DoD’s PNT capabilities to outpace 
the evolving threat in a broad range of 
operating environments across the full 
spectrum of warfighting domains. 

Furthermore, this modular open-system 
approach for future integration of multi-
source PNT is far more promising than 
following a path of mandating the addi-
tion of a foreign GNSS capability into an 
already delayed increment of MGUE. 

(clockwise) Galileo Sat 6, QZSS satellite, and  
GPS III thermovac 1.
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INDUCTEES

Two ION Past Presidents  
Inducted into National Academy 
of Engineering
Dr. Penina Axelrad and Dr. Dorota 

Grejner-Brzezinska are two of the 
86 new members to be honored with 
induction into the National Academy of 
Engineering (NAE) this year. Induction 
into the National Academy of Engineer-

ing pays tribute to those who have made 
outstanding contributions to “engineer-
ing research, practice or education,” and 
to “the pioneering of new and develop-
ing fields of technology, making major 
advancements in traditional fields of 
engineering or developing/implement-
ing innovative approaches to engineering 
education.”

Dr. Penina Axelrad is an Aerospace 
Engineering Sciences professor at the Uni-
versity of Colorado at Boulder, where she 
has been a leader in shaping the aerospace 
community within her institution, state, 
and nation. The NAE cited Dr. Axelrad’s 
work on analysis of multipath GPS signals 
to improve satellite navigation and new 
approaches to remote sensing in making 
the election, as well as her dedication to 
education, and leadership.  

The NAE citation highlighted as 
examples of her extensive service to the 
community Dr. Axelrad’s vision of the 
university’s aerospace engineering pro-
gram, the multi-university Women in 
Aerospace Symposium, and her leadership 
of the Department of Education Gradu-
ate Assistance in Areas of National Need 

(GAANN) program focused on growing 
the representation of women and under-
represented minority students in the 
aerospace field.

Dr. Axelrad is a past ION president, 
past ION Satellite Division Chair, ION 
Fellow and a recipient of the ION’s 
Tycho Brahe, Burka, and Kepler Awards. 
Dr. Axelrad has held numerous leader-
ship roles, and has fostered numerous 
programs and awards benefiting graduate 
students in the field of satellite navigation.

Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska is an 
associate dean for research at Ohio State’s 
College of Engineering, as well as a profes-
sor in the Department of Civil, Environ-
mental and Geodetic Engineering. The 
NAE chose Dr. Grejner-Brzezinska, citing 
her contributions to “geodetic science and 
satellite navigation, including integration 
with artificial intelligence.” 

In recent years, she and her research 
teams have built navigation systems that 
rely on artificial intelligence and image-
based navigation rather than satellite 
systems alone, allowing for autonomous 
vehicle navigation and navigation and po-
sitioning in confined environments, where 
GPS signals are not available.

Dr. Grejner-Brezezinska is a past ION 
president, an ION, RIN and IAG Fellow, 
a recipient of the ION’s Thurlow and 
Kepler Awards, and of the International 
Association of Institutes of Navigation’s 
Harrison Award. Dr. Grejner-Brzezinska 
has held numerous leadership roles within 
the ION; she is currently serving on the 
ION’s Strategic Planning Committee 
and leading the ION’s Women in PNT 
initiatives.

In response to the award, Dr. Grejner-
Brezezinska said that she hopes, “this will 
be empowering to women, to say to them-

selves that they can do it because they are 
good.”

Dr. Axelrad and Dr. Grejner-Brzezinska 
will be formally inducted at a ceremony 
during the NAE’s Annual Meeting in 
October in Washington, D.C.

GPS Pioneers Win 
Queen Elizabeth Prize

In February, Dr. Brad Parkinson, Dr. 
James Spilker, Jr., Hugo Fruehauf, and 

Richard Schwartz were awarded The 
Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering 
in London for their contributions to 
GPS. The biennial prize comes with a £1 
million award that celebrates a ground-
breaking innovation in engineering. 

The prize rewards an individual or team 
of engineers whose work has had a major 
impact on humanity. The Queen Eliza-
beth Prize for Engineering Foundation 
assembles a distinguished, international 
panel of judges, comprised of engineers 
and scientists representing the diversity 
of the profession, to select the award 
recipients. 

The announcement of the 2019 global 
honor listed the men’s particular roles in 
the evolution of the Global Positioning 
System:
• Dr. Parkinson, during his time as the 

first director of the GPS Joint Pro-
gram Office, for leading the develop-
ment, design, and testing of key GPS 
components;

• Dr. Spilker for developing the first 
L-band GPS civil signal structure em-
ploying CDMA modulation;

• Fruehauf for his instrumental role in 
creating a highly accurate, miniatur-
ized atomic clock, which incorporates a 
rubidium oscillator, that is used on the 
GPS satellites;

 • Schwartz for leading the design and 
development of the GPS Block I 
satellites.
Dr. Parkinson was quick to pay tribute 

to the many people involved in the 
innovation: “The nice part is that it’s a 
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recognition for technology that is good 
for humanity around the world. And it’s 
humbling because, candidly, the four of 
us represent another score of engineers, 

and more, who made critical 
contributions. Nobody does 
everything.”

Dr. G. Satheesh 
Reddy Wins 
AIAA Missile 
Systems Award

The American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronau-

tics (AIAA) presented their AIAA Missile 
Systems Award to ION member, Dr. G. 
Satheesh Reddy, Secretary, Department 
of Defense R&D. Dr. Ready is chair of 
the Defence Research and Development 
Organization and director general of 
the Aeronautical Development Agency, 
India. 

The award recognizes excellence in 
developing and implementing missile 
systems technology, and for inspired lead-
ership of missile systems programs. Dr. 
G. Satheesh Reddy was selected for his 
over three decades of significant national 
contributions toward indigenous design, 
development, and deployment of diversi-
fied strategic and tacti-
cal missile systems, 
guided weapons, ad-
vanced avionics, and 
navigation technolo-
gies in India. 

Dr. Reddy is rec-
ognized as the chief 
architect of advanced 
missile technologies and smart guided 
weapons in India. He is the first Indian to 
receive the AIAA award.

SECTION NEWS
New England Section News 
The New England Section plans to meet 
in the late spring/early summer with date 
and location yet to be determined. Dr. 
Chris Hegarty from The MITRE Cor-
poration will speak on the topic “GNSS 
Avionics on Civilian Aircraft: Current 
and Future.” 

Dayton Section News
The Dayton Section has held three meet-
ings in 2019.

In January, Prof. Curtis Cohenour 
of Ohio University spoke on the prob-
lem of synchronizing images with the 
corresponding camera pose (attitude) in 
aerial surveillance systems. The camera 
pose contains the information required 
to project an image onto a digital terrain 
model. Because the camera pose time and 
the image time come from two different 
sources, any discrepancy results in projec-
tion errors. 

One method for determining image-
capture time is to simultaneously take a 
picture of a clock. This approach uses a 
diagnostic GPS-synchronized clock to 
create a display of GPS time that can 

be recorded in an image. If the surveil-
lance system is used to record the clock 
time, each image will have a true time 
from the picture of the GPS clock and a 
time derived from the pose; any disagree-
ment can be resolved. Prof. Cohenour 
described the operation, testing, and 
accuracy of the diagnostic clock.

In February, Lt. Taylor Lee described 
his award-winning thesis research at the 
Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), 
which involves a simultaneous localiza-
tion and magnetic anomaly mapping ap-
proach to constrain the drift of an inertial 
navigation system. It can be applied at 
lower altitudes without the need for a 
precise, previously surveyed map of the 
magnetic anomalies. He developed a filter 
to integrate the data and demonstrated 
its effectiveness using real measurements 
from a survey flight and an AFIT un-
manned aerial vehicle. 

Finally, in March, Dr. Robert Leish-
man, section chair, and Jeremy Gray, sec-
tion executive secretary, jointly presented 
a framework to provide a solution for 
AFIT students and other organizations 
working in autonomous systems and 
artificial intelligence to make use of a set 

of existing models and ICDs for common 
configurations. These models and ICDs 
can help encourage re-use of previously 
developed code, especially for research-
ers who need portions that are outside 
of their area of interest. They described 
some specific approaches and possible 
instantiations, such as wide-area search, 
rapid airfield assessment, and dogfighting 
UAVs. 

Dayton Section chair Dr. Robert Leishman 
(at right) and Lt. Taylor Lee at the February 
meeting

Winners of the 2019 Queen Elizabeth Prize 
for Engineering, from left, Richard Schwartz, 
Dr. Brad Parkinson, Dr. James Spilker, Jr., 
and Hugo Fruehauf 
© Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering / Layton 
Thompson Dr. G. Satheesh 

Reddy
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A CONTINUING HISTORY

The World of WAAS: Part 2

Successful flight trials and  initial 
steps in procurement of a Wide Area 

Augmentation System (WAAS), described 
in Part 1 of this article, represented just 
the beginning, or perhaps, in Churchillian 
terms, the end of the beginning.

A long and winding road of technologi-
cal and regulatory evolution lay ahead 
before the United States could arrive at 
practical implementation of the WAAS.

Even as the WAAS development effort 
continued, the FAA decided (for risk 
mitigation) to upgrade the National Satel-
lite Test Bed (NTSB), not only to support 
technical feasibility demonstrations but 
also to pursue broader goals: to serve as 
a WAAS prototype, a test & evaluation 
facility for WAAS technical alternatives, 
and a data collection resource. This led to 
changes and additions to various NSTB 
elements (See summary in Table 1). 

Expansion of the testbed reference 
stations (TRSs) enabled the NSTB to 
support testing under conditions closer 
to an operational environment and to 
provide more extensive support for future 
demonstrations. Upgrading the software 
on NSTB platforms followed the proce-
dures for developing certifiable software in 
accordance with the Level A requirements 
of the FAA document “Software Consid-
erations in Airborne Systems and Equip-

ment Certification,” DO-178B. 
As part of its ongoing R&D efforts, 

Stanford University developed its own 
testbed master station (TMS) and user 
platform (UP) software with which to 

evaluate candidate WAAS algorithm per-
formance, including during its own flight 
tests, initially using data from West Coast 
testbed reference stations and later the full 
NSTB TRS network.

NSTB Testing & International Demos 
(1996-2007)
The upgraded NSTB provided a valuable 
resource, not only for testing and validat-
ing WAAS technology but also to support 
the many demonstrations conducted for 
both domestic and international observ-
ers. These also served the FAA’s interest in 
promoting development of satellite-based 
augmentation systems in other regions 
of the world, with the eventual goal of 
a seamless global GNSS augmentation 
system. 

The success of the WAAS National Sat-
ellite Testbed stimulated interest among 
nations’ aviation authorities to develop 
similar systems, including in Europe, 
Australia, Latin America, and Asia Pacific, 
often with help from the U.S. FAA. 

Editor’s Note: This is the second of a three-part series describing the history of the 
Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) on the 25th anniversary of the first flight 
demonstrations of satellite-based augmentation to improve the performance of the Global 
Positioning System (GPS).

The articles were written by Dr. Bryant Elrod, former project manager at Stanford 
Telecom/STel for the WAAS National Satellite Testbed (NSTB); Frank Persello, a 
member of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Technical Center’s NSTB 
engineering team; and Dr. Todd Walter, a past president of the ION and director of the 
wide-area differential GNSS laboratory at Stanford University where ground-breaking 
work on WAAS has long taken place.

The first demonstration in the world of using GPS plus space-based augmentation 
system (SBAS) technology took place in December 1993. (Note: In Part 1, an editorial 
error mistakenly listed December 1998 as the first GPS/SBAS flight demonstration.) 
The first part of this article, published in the Winter 2019 issue of the ION Newsletter, 
took readers from the earliest interest in wide-area differential GPS (WADGPS) through 
announcement of the initial WAAS procurement in 1994. We pick up the story in 1995 as 
the FAA undertakes improvement in the NTSB to support the WAAS program.

Table 1. Summary of National Satellite Testbed upgrades (1995-96)
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A number of international activities 
were supported by the NSTB or its heri-
tage from 1997 to 2007. These included:

• Augmentation Satellite TestBed 
(ASTB): Air-services Australia (AA) used 
the ASTB, with support from STel, to 
evaluate a hybrid satellite/ground-based 
augmentation system concept. Interest 
in the hybrid concept, later renamed the 
Ground-based Regional Augmentation 
System, grew from concerns over the cost-
effectiveness of using GEOs when Austra-
lia's national VHF network might suffice. 

With potential interest in a ground-
based solution expressed by other nations, 
AA pursued: inclusion in the ICAO 
GNSS SARPs; getting a MOPS devel-
oped by RTCA SC-159; and a commer-
cial development attempt that ended in 
2008. Since 2016, a new look at SBAS 
applicability is underway with Australia 
and New Zealand collaborating and other 
sectors involved besides aviation.

• CAR/SAM TestBed (CSTB): Imple-
mented in 2001-02 with the aim of estab-
lishing a trial platform for development 
of a WAAS type SBAS. Under an ICAO/
FAA memorandum of understanding, 
technical support was provided to over 10 
participating nations in the region. 

After flight trials in 2002 the project 
was reoriented to collecting and process-
ing data from 13 TRSs for analysis of the 
iono environment. A long term  solution 
to mitigating the severe iono effects there 
will come as a transition to dual frequen-
cy usage occurs (e.g., L1, L5).

• APEC GNSS Testbed: Implemented 
in 2006 under a U.S. Trade and Develop-
ment Agency technical assistance grant to 
Aerothai, Inc., on behalf of the Kingdom 
of Thailand and other participating Asia 
Pacific Economic Cooperation co-
members in Southeast Asia (Indonesia, 
Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam). 
Participants benefited from the hands-on 
application of GNSS technology and a 
cooperative experience that encouraged 
future APEC activity.

Early flight trials in October 1997 
and October 1998 demonstrated SBAS 
interoperability with message data gener-

ated by various testbeds and broadcast by 
different Inmarsat geostationary satellites 
(GEOs): 
• Atlantic Ocean Region-West (AOR-

W): Used for both demonstration 
flights by the NSTB.

• AOR-East: Employed for an Iceland 
flight demo by the NEST Bed (North-
ern European Satellite Test Bed), a pre-
cursor to the European Geostationary 
Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) 
System Test Bed (ESTB).

• Indian Ocean Region (IOR): Used to 
support the Mediterranean Test Bed 
(MTB) in a demonstration flight in 
Italian airspace implemented for Italy’s 
Civil Aviation Authority (ENAV) under 
contract to Nuovo Telespazio (with FAA 
authorization for STel to adapt NSTB 
software to the Mediterranean Test 
Bed). In 2000, the MTB was merged 
with the ESTB, which gained access to 
a second GEO (IOR) via the MTB’s 
testbed uplink station (TUS) at Fucino.

WAAS Progress (1997-2003)
By June 1998, Raytheon Systems Com-
pany (RSC) had fielded Phase I hardware 
and connected and tested a terrestrial 
communications to support the WAAS 
network. However, about this time 
congressional concerns arose regard-
ing program management, cost growth 
and schedule delays, and technical risks. 

This led to skepticism about the prospects 
for the WAAS program and, ultimately, 
the imposition of conditions in the 
congressional budget allocations in fiscal 
years 1998 and 1999 as well as mandated 
reviews of the program. 

Consequently, at various stages the FAA 
sought advice and support from indepen-
dent experts to deal with immediate and 
longer-term issues. During 1997–2001, 
three separate advisory panels reaffirmed 
the soundness of the WAAS concept, with 
several recommendations including:
• allocate more time for problem solving, 

including delay of Phase II/III work 
pending operational experience with 
Phase I;

• conduct further analysis/design/vali-
dation of algorithms for ionospheric 
correction and integrity monitoring 
and alerts;

• firm up the GEO requirements 
(number/location) to meet cover-
age needs and mitigate loss of service 
from a single-thread failure or need for 
replenishment that required lengthy 
lead times for procurement/launch of 
satellites.
In January 1999 the WAAS Phase 

I commissioning date was moved to 
September 2000 to allow more time 
to address any problems arising during 
integration and testing. RSC worked to 
complete Phase 1 development includ-

THE WORLD OF WAAS

Figure 1. Approach Types & Associated Decision Altitude(s)
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ing the Correction & Verification (C&V) 
module, the most complex component of 
the WAAS Master Station. 

In December 1999, however, tests 
revealed the failure of a warning system 
designed to identify integrity and other 
issues. Although positioning performance 
was highly accurate, the FAA questioned 
WAAS reliability and whether it could be 
certified for aviation use. Commissioning 
was postponed to no sooner than Septem-
ber 2002.

The FAA then established a WAAS 
Integrity Performance Panel (WIPP) in 
February 2000 comprised of experts from 
government, industry, and academia and 
led by the late Prof. Per Enge of Stanford 
University. The WIPP’s role was to inde-
pendently assess the safety of WAAS, de-
termine how best to interpret the integrity 
requirement, develop algorithms to meet 
this requirement, validate the algorithms, 
and recommend system improvements. 
The effort led to proving that WAAS 
could satisfy its most stringent require-

ment: ≤ 1 in 10 million chance of transmit-
ting hazardous misleading information to 
a user without notification of its degraded 
status within six seconds or less).

Meanwhile, RSC corrected non-
integrity-related errors affecting WAAS 
stability and conducted a successful 
21-day stability test in March 2000 that 
demonstrated a stable and reliable signal 
operating without interruption. In April 
2000, the FAA declared the WAAS SIS 
immediately available for non-safety-
of-life (NSOL) users with a capability 
of delivering an accuracy of one to two 
meters (horizontal) and two to three me-
ters (vertical) throughout the continen-
tal United States. The NSOL category 
included some aviation operations and 
all non-aviation applications.

With WIPP guidance, by mid-2002 the 
integrity monitoring software had been 
redesigned, installed, tested and made 
operational in both WAAS master stations. 
In September of that year, a 60-day stability 
test was successfully completed to conclude 

final integration and testing of the system 
before FAA acceptance from RSC. 

Before declaring initial operational 
capability (IOC) of WAAS, FAA activities 
included certifying user avionics and pub-
lishing WAAS approach procedures for 
an initial set of airports across the United 
States. These procedures were mostly for 
Lateral Navigation/Vertical Navigation 
(LNAV/VNAV) approaches with mini-
mums as low as 350 feet and a few that 
qualified for Localizer Performance With 
Vertical Guidance (LPV) service at lower 
minimums. (See Figure 1.) 

On July 10, 2003, after a lengthy 
but rewarding effort, the FAA declared 
WAAS part of the NAS, thereby expand-
ing GPS use with the safety, reliability, 
and accuracy necessary for safety-of-life 
applications.

THE WORLD OF WAAS

Part III in the history of WAAS will appear 
in the next issue of the ION Newsletter. It 
will provide a brief overview of development 
and evolution of WAAS operations in the 
15 years since IOC. 
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